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Bayport Latin America secures
USD200 million in US development funding

Bayport Management Ltd (BML), a leading emerging market financial services group,
is delighted to announce the approval of a USD200 million senior debt facility with
U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC), America’s development
bank, directly to BML's Latin American subsidiaries in Mexico and Colombia.
The loan to Bayport in Latin America forms part of investments totalling USD1 billion approved
by the DFC board of directors in the first week of June to advance development in Africa, Latin
America, the Indo-Pacific and emerging markets across the globe.
“These projects will uplift some of the most underserved communities around the world,” said
DFC chief executive officer Adam Boehler. “They demonstrate DFC’s commitment to use its
enhanced toolkit to deliver transformative results. The impact of these projects will be
particularly meaningful as the world continues to fight the health and economic fallout of the
pandemic.”
In 2016, Bayport received a USD250 million loan from DFC, then known as the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC). “The 2016 transaction was the start of a powerful partnership
between our two organisations,” says Stuart Stone, Bayport’s joint CEO and co-founder. “Now
with this new facility, we can do even more to drive an impact agenda aimed at financial
inclusion and universal access to credit.”
BML first entered the Latin American market in 2011 with the establishment of Bayport
Colombia; Bayport Mexico followed in 2014. Both operations grew from partnerships with
existing, home-grown financial services providers, and are currently among BML’s top
performing operations.
According to Pablo Montesano, managing director Bayport Latin America, securing the DFC
debt facility is a landmark achievement given the impact it will have on the business and its
customers. “We make it possible for our customers to take control of their financial wellness in
the short and the long term. With this additional funding, we can
reach more people, positively influencing individuals, families,
communities and even national economies. That is true impact.”

